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I
n the iconic photograph captured by 
Robert Doisneau in 1952, Pablo Picasso 
sits at a table in his kitchen, enjoying his 
lunch with his mistress, painter Françoise 
Gilot. His eyebrows arch ironically, but 

he looks with laughing eyes through the off- 
camera window to his left. Though the crois-
sants on the table in front of him share a comic 
affinity with swollen fingers (they were ar-
ranged on purpose by Picasso to produce this 
effect), they are still not the most striking thing 
about the photograph. The star of the show is 
Picasso’s shirt, the Breton. 

The thin horizontal stripes were a signa-
ture pattern for Picasso, forming the above-
the-belt bedrock of his off-kilter personal style. 
They appeared on the artist’s shirts, tees, and 
sweaters, and even in some of his paintings. 
They were as much a trademark of his person-
al style as berets and cigarettes. 

As one of history’s most documented art-
ists and, at the time the photograph was taken, 
widely regarded as the world’s greatest living 
painter, Picasso was acutely aware of the pow-
er of the image. He was an obliging subject for 
photographers because he understood that do-
ing so allowed him to shape his public image and 
fame. He approached and broadcast his person-
al style with the same deft hand that he painted 
with. His style, like his art, marked him as a man 
unconcerned with conventions, and though his 
horizontally striped pieces were far from the 
loudest ones in his impossibly expansive and 
expressive wardrobe, they were the ones he re-
turned to time and again. Nobody has worn the 
shirt so well, and nobody has so masterfully ex-
ploited the full power of the casual and conti-
nental Breton to showcase his inimitable cool. 

Just a few years after Picasso posed for 
Doisneau in the summer of 1955, James Dean 
visited Sanford Roth’s home. Roth was struck 
by the young actor’s outfit. He had paired the 
Breton top with a pair of thoroughly faded Lee 
101 Riders, a combination captured in other pho-
tographs from the day. It was Dean’s top, though, 
that caught the photographer’s eye. He reached 
for his camera when the actor was seated at 
the table. Like Picasso, there is a plate of food in 
front of Dean. A glass of milk sits on the table, and 

The Breton:  
Stripes by the 

Seaside 
Born on the French coast, the Breton might  

have made a comfortable home in the city, but it  
longs for the sun and surf.

Pablo Picasso at lunch at his 
home in Vallauris (1952): In 1911, 
after a man walked out of the 
Louvre carrying the Mona Lisa 
under his arm, a young Picasso was 
brought in for questioning. The 
humiliated (and innocent) artist 
broke into tears at the court 
hearing and was released. The 
masterpiece was recovered from 
an Italian home in 1914. 

the colors have been drained out of the photo-
graph, making both the blue stripes and collar 
and the brown table look black. The Breton, its 
collar turned up carelessly, pulls the scene to-
wards sunny Mediterranean shores; the actor, 
pouting and heavy-lidded, further away still. It’s 
an alluring and intoxicating combination, and 
the Breton provides much of the image’s force.

The Breton shirt (called the marinière or 
the tricot rayé by the French) had existed long 
before Picasso and Dean wore it so memorably. 

It originated in Brittany (sometimes called Little 
Britain or, by the French, Bretagne), the pen-
insula in the northwest corner of France bor-
dered by the English Channel to the north, the 
Atlantic and Celtic Oceans to the west, and 
the Bay of Biscay to the south. Strictly speak-
ing, the Breton is a fisherman’s sweater. Those 
words may conjure up images of heavy knits 
produced in the rain-sodden Aran Islands, but 
the Irish weren’t the only fishermen in Europe 
to knit sweaters made for the sea. 
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I
ts high-profile moments might be be-
hind it, but it still has a foothold in rugged 
style.Popularized by motorcyclists in the 
1950s, engineer boots played a key role in 
an emerging American counterculture. 

While time and style has marched on, the en-
gineer boot has endured. Some might view it 
as a nostalgic relic. For others, the engineer 
boot is timeless. 

Tracing its origins to U. S. Cavalry foot-
wear, the engineer boot assumed its modern 

form in the closing years of the 1930s. A trio 
of North American bootmakers, Wisconsin’s 
Chippewa Boots, Minnesota’s Red Wing Shoes, 
and Oregon’s Wesco, started producing slight-
ly different versions of the rugged, buckled slip-
on boot. According to legend, it was designed 
for and quickly adopted by locomotive stok-
ers, giving it the name “engineer boot.” The tall 
shaft of the boot protected the fireman’s legs 
from the embers or the tip of his shovel, and 
the slip-on design allowed the wearer to kick 

Engineer Boots:  
Full-Throttle Vintage

The ultimate in high-octane footwear, the engineer boot was 
born to ride. Slip into a pair and hit the highway.

Marlon Brando in The Wild One (1953): Producer Stanley Kramer filled out the background cast with real bikers. When he asked one of the bikers what 
he was rebelling against, he responded, “Well, what have you got?” The line was worked into the script and became the best-remembered snatch of dialogue 
from the film. 
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T
he cardigan takes its name from 
James Brudenell, the 7th Earl of 
Cardigan and lieutenant general 
in the British Army. Brudenell led 
the famous Charge of the Light 

Brigade during the Battle of Balaclava, the 1854 
engagement between Russian and British forc-
es that also gave us the knitted masks favored 
by stick-up artists. Brudenell made it all the way 
to the Russian lines and, after briefly engaging 
with the enemy, turned his horse on its heels 
and galloped back to the British lines. He lost 
more than 150 of his 600 men, but the charge 
became legendary. 

When Cardigan returned to London, he 
was showered with praise for his gallantry. 
Ballads were composed in his honor, and pic-
tures appeared in London shops showing the 
general leaping over the Russian battery on 
horseback. The knit woolen waistcoat that he 
had worn in the battle (and possibly designed) 
became fashionable in London, and people 
started referring to it as the “cardigan.” Within a 
decade, sleeves were added to the waistcoat—
both versions co-existed for a time. At first, the 
jackets were knit by hand, but with the ad-
vancement of knitting technologies, manufac-
turers were able to start producing cardigans 
by the 1880s in considerable numbers. 

By the early 1900s, the knitted sweaters 
were a fixture in most modern wardrobes. Men 
and women wore them while playing golf or 
mixing socially. Coco Chanel is often credit-
ed with creating the women’s cardigan shortly 
before World War I, but according to textile 
historian Leimomi Oakes, “[Chanel] was mere-
ly reproducing what was already a widespread 
trend.” But she did help to further popularize 
the style, which became an essential item in 
Western fashion by the end of the 1920s. 

As musicians and actors began to ditch 
the shirt and tie in the ’50s, the cardigan as-
sumed a central role in a leisurely-yet-smart 
style that paved the way for the widespread re-
laxation of fashion in the ’60s and ’70s. Flinty-
eyed stars like Paul Newman, Steve McQueen, 
and Clint Eastwood showed their softer sides 
by posing in wooly cardigans, and jazz musi-
cians like Grant Green and Eric Dolphy wore 

The Cardigan: 
Knitted Kit  

for Settled Style
The conservative classic might be  

linked to fully domesticated masculinity,  
but it’s got a surprising military pedigree.

Mohammad Ali reads all about it (1965): Ali is reading Muhammad Speaks, a national paper founded by a group of Elijah Muhammad’s ministers, 
including Malcolm X. Sold door-to-door and on streetcorners, it was the official paper of the Nation of Islam. The issue here was published three days 
after Ali defeated Sonny Liston for the second time, scoring a TKO with the controversial “phantom punch.” 
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Punks mugging at the Roxy in London (1977): Young trendsetters and trend 
followers brought the sleek Harrington into a rotating carousel of subcultures. 
It’s an open question whether it adapted to each new scene, or the scenes 
adapted to it. 

Secret Affair in London (1979): When the Harrington took off among British 
mods in the ’60s, it became one of the backbone pieces of the emerging English 
style. Each generation takes a swing at reviving mod style, and in the late ’70s, 
Ian Page (front) of Secret Affair led the charge in a G9. 

Steve McQueen leans into his 
Harrington (1974): McQueen looks 
ready to hit the links in a white 
Harrington with the collar flipped 
up for extra-casual style points. 
Paired with a crisp dress shirt and 
a soft V-neck, the Harrington looks 
settled and domesticated. 

Davis, Grant Green, and Thelonious Monk, 
all of whom pioneered subversive takes on 
Ivy League style. London youths riffed on the 
fashion, fusing American button-down shirts 
and three-button suits with fish-tail parkas 
and Italian scooters. 

In the mid-sixties, clothier John Simons, 
who catered to successive generations of mods, 
skinheads, and suedeheads, definitively named 
the jacket when he advertised the English-
made G9 as the Rodney Harrington, taking 
the name from a character on Peyton Place, an 
American prime-time soap opera. The savvy 
move gave the English-made jacket a degree 
of American cachet, and the English mods ate 
it up, queuing up outside his London Ivy Shop, 
many of them unaware that the jacket was a 
domestic product. 

Style icons like Steve McQueen and Frank 
Sinatra added to its glamour, cementing its 
quintessentially American character. McQueen 
wore the Harrington on the cover of Life mag-
azine in 1963, which showed him riding a mo-
torcycle with his wife’s arms wrapped around 
his waist. The jacket got another boost in The 
Thomas Crown Affair (1968), in which McQueen 
pilots a bright yellow glider in a navy Baracuta 
G9 with a pair of Persol 714s and a navy-blue 
baseball cap. It’s not hard to see why English 
mods were hungry for the Harrington. 

What is harder to understand is why, for 
the next four decades, no matter what the 
dominant style of the moment, the Harrington 
managed to elbow its way into every cultural 
scene. It remained a fixture in both American 
and English subcultures, worn by everybody 
from punks and ska kids to the mod revivalists 
and Brit pop enthusiasts—all the while remain-
ing comfortable at the country club, its natu-
ral home. There’s no denying the Harrington’s 
timeless quality and remarkable versatility. 

Elvis Presley in King Creole (1958): Presley was scheduled to be inducted into the Army at the beginning of 1958, 
but he had committed to finishing King Creole for Paramount. He wrote to the draft board to request a deferment, 
which was granted. Elvis gave it his all in the film, knowing that it would be his last role until he returned from 
service. With help from the Harrington, he put in one of the finest and most stylish performances of his career. 

Style icons like Steve 
McQueen and Frank 
Sinatra added to its 
glamour, cementing 
its quintessentially 
American character. 

THE REBEL’S  
WARDROBE

The Untold Story of  
Menswear’s Renegade Past

An entertaining exploration of trend-immune  
fashion classics, and the surprising origins  
of your everyday clothing items.

How did the plain white T-shirt become an 
everyday hero? Which movie star helped 
turn the leather jacket into a global icon? 
And were chinos really created for military 
purposes? The origin stories of these casual 
men’s fashion staples will surprise you, 
 often being traced back to subversive 
counter cultures.

The Rebel’s Wardrobe unpacks the  modern 
menswear lexicon and reveals, for example, 
why the Carhartt jacket designed for railroad 
workers became synonymous with skaters 
and graffiti artists, or how polo shirts made 
the leap from middle-class  tennis clubs to 
British Mods. Traversing genres and styles, 
this book goes back to the gestation period 
of iconic pieces, showing how they became 
timeless classics  transcending fashion.
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